
The Spiders in the Big Boy

1644 - Food Server Negligence - Man served a Super Big Boy burger that contained spiders and other bugs
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    James Clements, age 61 a self-employed paver from Crestwood, visited Frisch’s on 3-26-99, as he had done many times.  He
ordered a burger that is entitled, “The Super Big Boy.”  Before the sandwich arrived, he and his wife, Rose, noticed the restaurant
was generally filthy.  When the food arrived, Clements took the Big Boy and bit in.  Something was strange and different about
this burger.
    While he’s not sure if he swallowed any, Clements spit out part of the burger.  He then noticed that cooked into the meat was a
spider.  Alerting Frisch’s staff, his meal was comped and he was offered another Big Boy.  He refused that offer.
    Moments later in the parking lot, with nausea symptoms and suffering from what he called a severe psychic distress, he
induced himself to vomit.  His proof indicated he later did so again.  While there were no medical bills, Clements apparently
sought ER treatment as well.  The Health Department later examined the burger, safely stored in plaintiff’s freezer.  Only then
did he learn the burger contained not only a spider, but assorted bug parts, including a centipede.
    In this action, he sued Frisch’s contending that his Big Boy had breached a duty to serve wholesome food by serving him the
spider-infested burger.  Calling it the “bug in the burger” case, he claimed $100,000 for suffering.  An uncapped sum was sought
for punitives.
    Pre-trial, Frisch’s sought to exclude the burger evidence, still retained by Clements two years later.  Plaintiff resisted and in an
unusual pleading, he explained that he was antsy about defendant’s swarm of motions, causing him to almost flea the amount of
paper; while not wishing to appear waspish, and the motion went on and on for pages with assorted bug puns.  
    While there was little dispute the sandwich had problems, Frisch’s did establish that despite the post-traumatic restaurant
disorder, Clements still regularly patronizes Frisch’s.  Moreover, despite the emotional distress, plaintiff sought no psychiatric
care.  Plaintiff countered that emotional distress is still real, even in the absence of psycho-babble analysis.  It was also developed
that pre-trial, Frisch’s offered $1,500, while plaintiff sought $15,000.
    Longmeyer argued for the restaurant calling it a case of Clements making a mountain out of molehill, the molehill being a
spider in his hamburger.  After it happened, Frisch’s apologized and paid for his meal.  Counsel then recalled a law school lunch
at the student center when he swallowed a piece of glass in a bowl of soup that irritated his throat.  The manager apologized and
that was it, yet this case still advanced to trial.
    Red herrings, per Longmeyer, included the notion of  “bugs plural,” noting that in plaintiff’s comment card that day, he only
mentioned one spider.  Despite that comment card, plaintiff has argued alternatively that there was a phalanx or a legion of bugs
in the burger, suggesting this evidence had been created to elevate this molehill.  He also dismissed the notion by Clements that
the restaurant was a filthy cesspool; if it was so bad, why did he and his wife stay around to order food and why did he mark
“fair” on cleanliness on the comment card instead of “poor.”
    We’re not still here, per Longmeyer, because of what happened, but because Clements can’t let go, as evidenced by the fact
he’s continued to keep this half-eaten burger for nearly two years, refusing to part with it.  The incident was an inconvenience
and for that alone, Frisch’s is at fault.  Finishing, he called our legal system a great one that is able to ferret out meritless cases. 
The last step in that process, per Longmeyer, was a verdict for Frisch’s that advises Clements to throw away that burger and
move on.
    Taylor spoke for his client explaining his problems with the “corporation lawyer” who is unable to properly recall the
testimony.  Taking umbrage that his client had created the case, he noted that his client has run a paving business for thirty years,
never before filing a lawsuit.
    Self-described as “mad as hell,” Taylor was unwilling to take it anymore, explaining that the Bubonic Plague of the Middle
Ages had begun with just a little bug.  The only thing that speaks to Madison Avenue, per Taylor, is dollars.  Bringing the
hamburger forward again, Taylor dialogued with a juror about whether he’d seen the bug.  Answering no, counsel offered the
burger for his review.
    In awarding punitives, it was the jury’s opportunity to pick up the load Clements has carried for two years, mocking the notion
this case was just a molehill.  Citing corporate indifference, he argued to the panel, “Make my day, do what you have to do,”
noting we live in a world of recalls and Mad Cow Disease.  Punitives were proper in this case, Taylor explained, both to punish
the callous wrongdoer and to draw the line for others.  He asked that they get Frisch’s attention with their verdict for him,
themselves and the City of Louisville.
    This unusual case was tried to a jury, the court instructing that Frisch’s was at fault as a matter of law.  However, it would be
for the panel to consider whether the breach caused injury and then to value that injury and punitives, if any.  After an hour of
deliberation, the verdict was for Clements on causation, but to suffering and punitives, the jury wrote “0" for both elements.  At
plaintiff’s request, the jury was polled; there was no change.
    Three weeks post-trial, no judgment had been entered in the court record, although Clements has moved the court for an order
permitting him to continue to store and refrigerate the burger pending further prosecution of this matter.


